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Project Title: Feasibility of Space-based Solar Power for Terrestrial Use 
 
Project description:  

Space based solar power has been a theoretical concept for over 50 years, but 
recently there has been a new wave of research due to declining cost for both solar 
technology and space launches. The current negatives of ground-based solar such 
as weather dependency, energy storage, and area of panels in high-density zones 
can all be solved by moving this power production to space. 
The aim of this project is to tnvestigate and analyse the feasibility of a space-based 
solar power system for use as a reliable, and renewable, source of constant power 
generation.The main areas of this research could be broken down into two key 



areas - scientific knowledge and costing. The knowledge focuses on the theory and 
if/how it is possible, whereas the costing focuses on whether it is economically 
viable enough to be useful. This project would focus on the feasibility of the system 
as a whole, by analysing the key areas listed below. 
Key research areas: 

• Long range wireless power transfer (energy transmitters and receiving array). 
• Energy production (Efficiency, sizing). 
• Solar panels in space (layout, materials, and structure, manufacture, fragility, 

comparison of different PV technologies). 
• Costing (rocket launches, maintenance, manufacture, cost ratios, payback). 
• Environmental impact (LCA, carbon emissions, comparisons to ground-based 

solar). 
• Market demand and timescale of project 
Wireless power transfer is likely the area that requires the most research, as its still 
a very much theoretical technology, with only a handful of practical investigations 
worldwide. This would be a great area to investigate through laboratory testing, 
with different WPT systems used to compare. Accurate costing data could be 
gathered from estimates, but ideally it would be collected from space based solar 
companies or scientific institutions such as the ESA or NASA. Ideally, this project 
would focus on Scotland and the UK, but this depends on the amount of local data 
available and may not be worthwhile due to the potential costs of the system being 
too high for one particular country. 
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Candidate characteristics 
 
Education:  

A first-class honours degree, or a distinction at master level, or equivalent 
achievements in discipline such Electrical & Electronics Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Renewable Energy, or Materials Science. 

 
Subject knowledge: 

• An MSc in a relevant subject is highly desirable with a good fundamental 
knowledge of chemistry, opto-electronics and heat transfer. 

 
Essential attributes: 

• Experience of fundamental engineering, particularly in chemistry, opto-
electronics and heat transfer. 

• Competent in programming language, e.g. MATLAB/Simulink.  
• Knowledge of CFD is advantageous.  
• Good written and oral communication skills  
• Strong motivation, with evidence of independent research skills relevant to the 

project  



• Good time management 
 
Desirable attributes: 

• Have a knowledge in ray-tracing software such as ZEMAX, APEX or COMSOL. 
 
 
 
 


